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The present is the key to
t he past.

•

Muir wou ld apply geologica l fo rmation and specifica lly t he action of glacial
ice to the hand iwork of
God .

•

In the beginn ing and to
foundation upon wh ich
Mu ir's work as a preservation ist grew and glacial
studies we re seam lessly
connected to his study of
plants.
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An Essay on John Muir's
Phenomenal Science by
Bonnie J. Gisel
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59th California Histol)'
Institute to focus on
"Women as Histoi)'Makers in California "
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John Muir Class Visits "A
Walk in the Wild" and
the Muir House
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ESSAY
ON
JOHN
MUIR'S
PHENOMENAL
SCIENCE

By Bonnie Johanna Gisel
Curator, LeConte Memorial Lodge,
Yosemite National Park
Author, Nature's Beloved Son:
Rediscovering John Muir's Botanical
Legacy
I. Origins of Muir's Scientific Self

t he end botany was t he
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Mu ir chose to live "to
entice people to look at
Nature's loveliness."

•
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The world John Muir sauntered through was
one in which the distribution of erratics was
attributed to a diluvial theory, a wave of sea ice
due to catastrophic sudden and violent floods
released from the interior of the Earth or
caused by the
upheaval of
mountains.
This diluvial
theory gave
way to a theory that provided a more
rational explanation to accou nt for the
appearance of
erratic boulders, and that
theory was
that erratics
James Hutton
had been
From http:/ jetc.usf.edu/
moved by vast
clipart/60973/60973_james
sheets of moving glaciers. A
_hutton.htm
debate-sea ice vs. land ice--remained a feature of geological discussion until about 1902.
As well Muir found himself inquiring into the
inner workings of science when fossil remnants-relicts of a world of unusual and exceptional creatures and plants, and the study of
strata , continued to expand upon what James
Hutton of Edinburgh regarded as an Earth im-

mensely older than the thousands of years
allowed by the chronology of the Old Testament. l
Then , too, up from the sod of science, a
Scotsman , uniformitarian, and friend of
Charles Darwin , Charles Lyell , who parented
modern geology, examined an inorganic Earth
in perpetual change, eroding, and reformin g.
He explained the former ch anges of the Earth 's
surface by reference to causes now in operation. The present, he would say, is the key to
the past.
While a student at the University of Wisconsin , Muir was introduced to Lyell's Principles ,
perhaps the 1853 ninth edition which created
quite a sensation . Lyell banished any doubts
about a glacial epoch, fully supporting the work
of Louis Agassiz, an expert on fossil fish and
the preeminent glaciologist, who happened to
be an unabashed catastrophist. Disagreement would erupt over the rate of environmental change between those who supported
change gradual and uniform, uniformitarians,
of which Muir was one, and those who supported intermittent cataclysm, catastrophists.
There was also Lyell 's Elements of Geology,
published in 1838- the first modern textbook
of geology, a systematic treatment based on
the assumption that all the phenomena of
geology can be explained naturally and discussed scientifically. In Yosemite, in 1872,
Muir would request that Jeanne Carr send a
copy of Lyell 's work. He would have opened
the familiar volume to the frontispiece--a diagram of a vertical section through a volcanic
island surrounded by sea and showing diagrammatically how the fou r great classes of
rocks were produced.2 Muir would apply geological fo rmation and specifically the action of
glacial ice to the handiwork of God.
An exaggerated theory of a single polar cap,
an Ice Age traveling from the North Pole over
the northern hemisphere, was the brain-child

(continued on page 3)
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59TH
CALIFORNIA
HISTORY
INSTITUTE
FOCUS
ON
"WOMEN
AS
HISTORY-MAKERS
IN
CALIFORNIA"

On March 23, 24, students, faculty and guests
of the University will
gather for the 59 1h California History Institute.
This year's theme focuses on women who
continue to be "historymakers." Highlights inelude a field trip to the
California State Museum
by coach from Stockton
on March 23 to two exhibits: "Women and the
Vote," and "Notable
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On January 19, twentyone students in Pacific's
"John Muir and the Rise
of the Conservation
Movement" class visited
the Oakland Museum of
California and John Muir
National Historic Site in
Martinez. In Oakland
the class toured the
exhibit, "A Walk in the
Wild: Continuing John
Muir's Journey." Curated by Dorris Welch,
the exhibit focused on
John Muir and science,
using original materials
from the John Muir Papers as well as furniture
and artifacts from various institutions and
family members. While
there the class met
John Muir Reid, the
great-grandson of Margaret Muir-Reid, one of
Muir's older sisters.
Reid is a professional

Women in California History," the latter featuring
120 individuals.

women and environmental justice and activism. The luncheon keynote will be delivered by
Papers and panels on
Judy Yung, Professor
March 24 will focus on
Emerita, U. C. Santa Cruz,
the historiography of
whose publications inelude:
women's history in the
Golden State; the role of
Unbound Feet: A Social
Latina, Filipina, Asian,
History of Chinese
and Native American
Women in San Francisco
women; women of note in (1995);
Stockton's own history;
Chinese American Voices;
women's organizations at From the Gold Rush to
Pacific; and a panel on
the Present (2006);

R
CLASS
LD"
AND

VISITS
"A
THE
MUIR

artist who reports he has
painted with the greatgrandson of Muir's close
friend and fellow Scotsman, William Keith. His
watercolors focus on
landscapes of the Delta,
Sierra, and Bay, as well
as Yosemite, scenes that
would be familiar to John
Muir.
In Martinez, Park Guide
Daniel Prial gave the
group an inspired talk
and a memorable tour of
the Muir House. Prial
focused on Muir's interest in bringing Nature
into his residence, rather
than keeping Nature out.
The interpretation helped
all to understand the
rationale for planting
trees exotic to the Alhambra Valley (including the
famous redwood in front
of the house), the large

and (with Erika Lee) Angel
Island: Immigrant Gateway
to America (2010).

For more information and to
register for the symposium
please contact Juliann Hilton j hilton@u.Qacific.edu
or call Muir Center and
leave a message at
209 946-2527.

WALK

IN

THE

H 0 UsE

number of William Keith
landscapes in the
house, as well as architectural features incorporated by Muir into the
house after it was remodeled, post-1906 San
Francisco earthquake.
These include the large
modified central fireplace where he could
burn logs instead of
coal.

This trip was made possible
through a generous grant
from Holt-Atherton Special
Collections.

Each student is researching one aspect of
Muir's life from the Muir
Papers and all are following one major contemporary environmental issue keeping
the class up-to-date on
current events that relate to Muir's legacy.
John Muir Class, 2012, in front of the
Muir House, Martinez, CA
Photo by Bob Dash
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Elements of Geology
From: library.sc.edujspcolljnathistj
darwinjdarwinS.html

of Louis Agassiz; and, in 1840, he published his
definitive work on glaciers, Etude sur les Glaciers. Agassiz believed that not books but experience was wherein the answers to scientific
inquiry resided . To this end and to his credit, he
undertook the empirical study of glaciers, establishing a camp on a glacier of the Aar. "God's
great plough," he called them. The glacial period was for Agassiz, a magnificent demonstration of the power of God in causing catastrophic
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Louis Agassiz
From : www.eoearth.orgjarticle/ Agassiz_ louis

events that wiped out life and replaced it with
new flora and fauna-in this he disagreed with
Darwin 's theory of natural selection .
At the University of Wisconsin Muir studied
Agassiz 's work with Ezra Carr. Carr ventured
with students out into what he called "Nature's
basement rooms, " out over the glaciated landscape around Madison, equating the love of

nature with the love of God. He reminded students to "touch with something of reverence,
the hem of that marvelous robe of living green,
the Forests." Muir spoke of Carr as having been
the first to place before him the Book of Nature.
Later, Agassiz would speak of Muir as the first
to have an adequate concept of glacial action .
A world not for the faint of heart, Muir was
resilient. Struggle and change were everywhere. A Civil War (that Muir referred to as unChristian), was followed by tense, ambitious,
and controversial mending of a nation that
drove Joseph and John LeConte, respectively,
geologist and physicist, from Georgia and South
Carolina to California and the burgeoning University of California. There was a quickening
professionalization of science and competition
between scientists on the east and west coasts
of America . Muir was drawn into the fray over
the fair apostles--Fiora .3
Muir's floristic journey began on High Street
in Dunbar, Scotland in a garden "as much like
Eden as possible," and blossomed into an enthusiasm for botany during the nineteenth century's flurry of amateur plant collecting and as
botany took on the mantle of a professional
science. With the aid of Alphonso Wood's ClassBook of Botany, in which Wood suggested that
the study of plants held higher purpose expanding the soul through beauty, purity, and wisdom,
Muir became skilled at identifying plants and
their habitats. He would agree with Wood, to
study plants was to see God's plans unfold.
Through plants Muir gained an inordinate sense
of the complexity of life and found that when he
picked out anything by itself, it was hitched to
everything else in the universe. Were not, he
thought, "all plants beautiful? Or in some way
useful? Would not the world suffer by the banishment of a single weed?"
We encounter a faithful Muir drafted like so
many others-among them his colleague and
friend Joseph LeConte--into the "Age" of Darwin 's Origin of Species by Natural Selection,
published in 1859. Darwin had not intended to
argue either for or against God; nonetheless, he
concluded there was no need for divine creation, and there was no divine goal--natural selection took care of everything--was responsible for
the gradual but steady emergence of organisms. His theory destroyed for some, dampened
or attempted to awash the sea of Christian faith
for others, and crippled natural theology, provoking a major philosophical and theological
debate that outlived the century. Muir read
Darwin while in Yosemite.
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Joseph LeConte
From: www.sierraclub.org/historyj
Ieconte

II. California: Perfect Pitch
Arriving in California, in 1868, Muir was not
more than a footstep behind the California Geological Survey under the direction of Josiah
Whitney. The Survey was under funded , under
appreciated, and under terrible constraints
given the size and terrain of California. Support
would wane for a variety of reasons. In part
Whitney was opinionated, arrogant, and stubborn, and legislators believed too much emphasis had been placed on fossils and flowers.
Legislative action was taken to shift focus to
mineral resources, though Whitney never envisioned the survey as a prospecting party.4
Muir continued to study botany and took up
the study of mountains. Influenced by Agassiz
he would stress the role of glaciers in the formation of the Sierra and Yosemite Valley. Muir
found deposits of glacial silt and striations
etched into the granite walls and outlined the
routes that carried the glaciers that shaped and
scoured the Valley. It was not long before he
professed to anyone who would listen that the
Valley had been formed by glaciers and that
there were living glaciers in the High Sierra .5
Whitney, a graduate of Yale, spoke of Muir as
uneducated, called him "that shepherd, " an
ignoramus, and of Muir's findings, considered
them a personal affront-given that his conventional geological wisdom held that the floor of
Yosemite Valley had subsided during a series of
cataclysmic events-a view he would never
change. Muir's disclosure of living glaciers, as
well, struck scorn with both Whitney and Clarence King, who regarded the fields Muir saw as
nothing more than snow.
Upon graduation from Yale's Sheffield Scientific School, King joined the Whitney Survey as a
volunteer geologist in 1863. He soon found
evidence in 1864, like Muir's, (differing only in

degree), that Yosemite Valley had been formed
by glaciers. While Whitney initially published
King's findings in the first volume of the Geological Survey in 1865, he retracted when he published The Yosemite Guide-Book in 1869noting there was insufficient evidence that the
Valley had been formed by glacial action . King
publicly supported Whitney. A catastrophist, like
Whitney, King, like Agassiz, disagreed with natural selection . King, essentially, towed the partyline.6
Picturing himself the quintessential fieldgeologist and mountaineer, King dismissed Muir
as an ambitious amateur suggesting that he
divert his "enthusiastic love of nature into a
channel, if there is one, in which his attainments would save him from hopeless floundering." Impatient with Muir's poetic sensibilities
and rhapsodizing without restraint, King thought
Muir lacked seriousness-writing about dreaming and sleeping with glaciers with adjectives
obstructing science. A writer himself, King suffered from long periods of self-doubt and leaned
to exaggerate his mountain exploits. Perhaps
there was proprietary jealousy and while Muir
may have been poetic, King relied on hyperbole.
King first serialized his adventures as a survey
scientist for The Atlantic MonthlyJ
Muir disagreed with King's ambition to conquer the Sierra or any mountain. Mountains
could and should, he thought and knew from
experience, be climbed by acting in harmony
with them . The harmony King lacked, had, Muir
believed, contributed to his inability to reach the
summit of Mount Ritter; and it was well known
that King had a particular genius for climbing
the wrong mountain . Muir succeeded where
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Whitney's Yosemite Guide-Book
From:
openlibrary.orgjworks/OL7026039W/
The-Yosemite_Guide-book
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The California Geological Survey,
December 1863. From left: Chester
Averill, assistant; William M. Gabb,
paleontologist; William Ashburner,
field assistant; Josiah D. Whitney,
State Geologist; Charles F.
Hoffmann, topographer, Clarence
King, geologist, and William H.
Brewer, botanist. (Bancroft Library)
From
www.yosemite.ca.usjlibraryjthe..Jo
semite-book/

King failed, and he was not above reprisal , publicly lashing out with his pen at King in an attempt to embarrass. "I am sure," scoffed Muir,
in an article for The Overland Monthly, that the
Grand Canyon of the Tuolumne "may be entered
at more than fifty different points along the
walls by mountaineers of ordinary nerve and
skill. " On reading King's account of his Mount
Tyndall climb, Muir wrote: "He must have given
himself a lot of trouble. When I climbed Tyndall ,
I ran up and back before breakfast."s

did, remaining winter and summer "to arrive at
the truths which were graven " upon them ,
aware there was virtually no documentation to
substantiate his theories.9
Whitney and King found Muir and his ideas
unkempt, and it is true that he lacked advanced
academic scientific training, however, these
were not barriers to scientific truth . Muir's theories-the glacial formation of Yosemite Valley
and the living glaciers in the High Sierra were
more nearly correct than any geologist of his
time. 10
Ill. Does Ice A Scientist Make? Punctuating a
Leap of Faith
Whitney, who had been in Yosemite Valley
and Tuolumne in 1863, knew that glaciers had
played a significant role in the formation of the
High Sierra. There was no disagreement with
Muir on this. Whitney wrote to a colleague, G. J.
Brush, July 10, 1863:

Clarence King
From:
www.yosemite.ca.usjlibraryjup
_and_down_
california/5.1.html

We are in the midst of what was
once a great glacier region, the
valleys all about being most superbly polished and grooved by
glaciers, which once existed here
in a stupendous scale having a
thickness, in the Tuolumne Valley,
of a thousand feet. 11
In a climate brimming with scientific elitism
and academic arrogance, Muir went about beholding to his stories of beloved glacial ice. He
may not have kept to the conventions of scientific writing, but he observed geological processes at work, and interpreted a complex pattern of phenomena with insight that emerged as
characteristically his own . His method of study,
patient observation and constant brooding
"above the rocks, lying upon them " as the ice

Members of the Whitney Survey, however,
were seemingly unaware that the snow bank
upon which they climbed on Mount Lyell was
actually a modern glacier. It was noted that
there were no living glaciers in the Sierra Nevada. In 1872, Joseph LeConte observed the
Lyell Glacier with Muir, but from a distance. He
reported that such a glacier was neither true nor
typical-but in "some sense a glacier." Muir
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thought LeConte had made no effort to acquire
adequate data-he had not seen glacial ice because he had not gone into the depths of the
glacier.12
Muir poured his soul into the writing of a
series of articles entitled "Studies in the Sierra "
for The Overland Monthly that appeared in
187 4-abridged for the national scientific community. Illustrated with his own drawings, the
articles were intended to win converts to his
theory on the glacial action at work in the formation of the Sierra and Yosemite Valley.
For all the scientific truth borne of Muir's
empirical studies, the thread that held his glacial canon together was his faith. He found in
the glacial tome answers to a deep theological
need. Drawn to glaciers as the plows of God,
Muir stood upon them and then within a glacial
Shrund, a stranger in a stranger land, "as near
to the heart of the world " as he could-a chamber hung with clustered icicles, subdued light,
and solemn murmurs. 13 God's handiwork, Muir
believed . Surely he had found Him in the act of
creating, wielding tools, slowly shaping the
Earth . There was the glory. For skeptics, here
was the proof. Illuminating the indwelling of
God in Creation yet being made, Muir offered up
mountain bread to his readers. "He hath
builded the mountains .... The Master Builder
chose for a tool the tender snow-flowers, noiselessly falling through unnumbered seasons, the
offspring of the sun and sea ."14
IV. Where Science Ends & Faith Was Always

There. Who created that tangled bank?
That natural selection resulting from competition between organisms for survival , could
produce human beings along with the higher
flora and fauna but toward no goal, was the
most disturbing of Darwin 's theory of evolution .
Evidence pointing to evolution, including the
evolution of Homo sapiens, had been accumulating for decades but had taken evolution to be
a plan present from the beginning and a goal
directed process.15
In 1909 during three day's spent with French
Strother at the Strentzei-Muir ranch in Alhambra, Muir reflected upon the meaning and purpose of evolution . "Evolution, they say brought
the earth through its glacial periods, caused the
snow blanket to recede, and the flower carpet to
follow it, raised the forests of the world , developed animal life from the jelly-fish to the thinking man. "16
"But what caused evolution?" To my mind,
Muir noted, "it is inconceivable that a plan that
has worked out, through unthinkable millions of
years, without one hitch or one mistake, the
development of beauty that has made every
microscopic particle of matter perform its function in harmony with every other in the universe-that such a plan is the blind product of
an unthinking abstraction . No; somewhere,

before evolution was, was an Intelligence that
laid out the plan, and evolution is the process,
not the origin of the harmony. You may call that
Intelligence what you please. I cannot see why
so many people object to call it God." For Muir
Darwin's evolutionary theory reduced mystery,
yet, did not destroy the idea of God 's designing
presence in Nature. What remained was one
infinite mystery of existence, of every phenomena of Nature, and that Muir left to God.
In the world view Muir endowed, scientific
inquiry was ignited by faith, culture, and imagination from which it was birthed as well as by
the truth that it sought. For him the journey was
always about wildness and would endure to find
the means to save parts and parcels of it. Turning always to plash in the divine light of the
natural world in "nature's own reserve," he
chose to live "to entice people to look at Nature's loveliness." Seeking the curious magical
qualities of each present being, Muir was
"impelled to the life of lonely wandering" solely
by the love of God's Earth and "eternal , immortal Beauty." Eyes were important to Muir. With
them he pursued the phenomena of science to
solve puzzles that deepened his faith as he
turned to share with others a world they could
only half see. "With eyes open to God 's beauty
and love," Muir found the greatest delight of
observation was "to discover new unities in this
all-embracing and eternal harmony."
In the beginning and to the end botany was
the foundation upon which Muir's work as a
preservationist grew and glacial studies were
seamlessly connected to his study of plants.
His affection for the glaciers of Yosemite and
the High Sierra was their God-given place in the
progress and perpetuity of life itself-nature
nurtured in equal balance rock for soil , soil for
seed, and seed for bread . But the edginess of
Muir, the fact that most people only surveyed
borders-that few went the distance with him-left him to saunter zones mental and physical
beyond the confines of those whom he respected but unlike who he could or believed he
would become. He once said of John Tyndall
that he "as well as others needed to raise their
heads and open their eyes-unless they did not
expect to learn anything about the mountains. "
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John Tyndall
From: www.eoearth.org
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THE
The John Muir Center promotes the
study of John Muir and environmentalism at the University of the Pacific and
beyond.

JOHN

Recognizing the need both to encourage greater utilization of the John Muir
Papers by the scholarly community,
and the need to promote the study of
California and its impact upon the
global community, the John Muir

CENTER

Center was established in 1989 with
the following objectives:
•

To foster a closer academic relationship between Pacific and the
larger community of scholars,
students and citizens interested
in regional and environmental
studies.

•

To provide greater opportunities
for research and publication by
Pacific faculty and students.

•

To offer opportunities for out-ofclassroom learning experiences.

•

To promote multi-disciplinary
curricular development.

Center Objectives
As one of California's most important
historical figures , John Muir (18381914) was a regional naturalist with
global impact. His papers, housed in
the library's Holt-Atherton Special Collections, are among the University's
most important resources for scholarly
research.
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Phone: 209.946.2527
Fax: 209.946.2318
E-mail: wswagerty@pacific.edu

